LEGIONELLA CONTROL TASK SCHEDULE
Making Your Water Management Plan Work for You

WEEKLY

Flush infrequently used fixtures
A large part of protocol implementation is ensuring everyone understands the importance of their role. If staff are simply told to flush the faucets, it may not happen. Understanding how they are helping protect people will give it the importance it deserves.

MONTHLY

Temperature and Chlorine Monitoring
Verify the output temperature of hot and cold water services and hot water storage tanks. Review chlorine monitoring logs and adjust accordingly.

QUARTERLY

Legionella Testing and WMP Meetings
Validating the efficacy of your program with legionella testing and reviewing your control measures during quarterly meetings keeps people safe and the data fresh and easy to review.

ANNUALLY

Proactive Risk Assessment
Review your Water Management Program with the assistance of an ASSE 12080 Certified Legionella Water Safety and Management Consultant. They will survey to find changes to your water systems and review your WMP and control measures.
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